COVID-19 AND URBAN HEALTH IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
A Challenge for Urban Health and Health Equity

Key Messages

- The Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) region is one of the world regions hardest hit by the pandemic.
- Many cities in the region have been especially vulnerable. Very high levels of inequality have influenced the impact of the pandemic on cities of the region.
- The pandemic has evidenced the lack of robust public health systems, limits of social safety nets, and challenges in implementing evidence-based public health policies.
- Limited access to vaccination is a critical challenge to the region’s recovery.
- The pandemic can create opportunities to improve public health in the region.

The Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) region is one of the world regions hardest hit by the pandemic.

Key Findings

- The cumulative death rate (through June 1 2021) is the second highest of all regions, very close to that observed in US/Canada, the region with the highest cumulative death rate to date, despite the fact that the LAC region has a much younger population than the US/Canada and Europe.
- In May 2021, COVID death rates in countries of the region were among the highest in the world.
- Under-reporting of COVID deaths in LAC is likely significant.\(^3,4\) For example, in May 2021 it was estimated that COVID-19 deaths in Peru were twice as many as was previously estimated.\(^5\)

Source figure 1 and COVID-19 Death Rates Table: COVID-19 deaths from Johns Hopkins University,\(^6\) population data from the United Nations,\(^7\) world regions are based on modified WHO regions.
Many cities in the region have been especially vulnerable. Very high levels of inequality have influenced the pandemic’s impact on cities of the region.

Key Findings

- Cities have been hard-hit by the pandemic. Among the SALURBAL countries, cities in Argentina, Colombia, Peru and Brazil have the highest death rates in recent months (April and May 2021).
- Cities with better social and economic conditions tend to have lower disease risk.
- Within cities, neighborhoods with better social and economic conditions tend to have lower disease risk.

The pandemic has evidenced the lack of robust public health systems, limits of social safety nets, and challenges in implementing evidence-based public health policies.

Who counts and who doesn’t?

- Limited access to testing has made it difficult to systematically track incidence and may have hampered prevention efforts.
- Pre-existing difficulties related to under-registration of deaths and problems in accurately assigning causes of deaths have made it difficult to characterize the true mortality impact.3,4
- Under-diagnosis of cases and under-registration of deaths is concentrated among groups and territories with lower socioeconomic status. This together with lack of socioeconomic and race/ethnic information linked to cases and deaths has led to underestimates of inequalities and has hampered prevention efforts.
The Response to the Pandemic

- The pandemic has highlighted weaknesses in health care systems (limited access and resources, poor quality, lack of coordination) as well as in public health infrastructure and human resources related to disease surveillance, case identification, contact tracing, public health communications, and pandemic preparedness.8

- High pre-existing levels of poverty, unemployment and informal work as well as limited unemployment benefits, sick leave and other income support policies have magnified the health, social and economic impacts of the pandemic and limited the impact of lockdowns and other measures on disease transmission.8 An additional 22 million people have been forced into poverty by the pandemic in the region.9

- The pandemic has also exacerbated existing gender gaps and deepened the already vulnerable situation of women and girls in Latin America and the Caribbean including the toll of gender-based violence.10 It has also contributed to other pre-existing health problems including the burden of non-communicable diseases and mental illness.

- In some countries political leaders and others have perpetuated misinformation.11 This has contributed to confusion and distrust12 magnifying the health and social consequences of the pandemic.

Limited access to vaccination is a critical challenge to the region’s recovery.

Key Findings

- Vaccination rates for the region remain low.
- With the exception of Chile, the percent of the population fully vaccinated remains below 10% and even below 5% in many countries.
- Vaccine access is strongly patterned by social and economic conditions (even in Chile with relatively high vaccination coverage), further magnifying health inequities.
- Efforts are underway to produce vaccines in the region. Many countries are dependent on COVAX which has experienced significant challenges.15
The pandemic can create opportunities to improve public health in the region.

• Many countries implemented social protection programs in response to the economic consequences of the pandemic. These actions can form the basis of more fundamental and long-term initiatives to reduce inequality and expand social safety nets including improving conditions for informal workers and guaranteeing universal social protection, all of which are likely to have major public health benefits beyond the pandemic.

• Data systems related to tracking the pandemic (cases and deaths) have improved over time in some countries setting the groundwork for structural changes to improve health statistics and use of health data for policy in LAC.

• The pandemic has highlighted the need for universal comprehensive government guaranteed health care access in the region as well as the need for investments in public health infrastructure, community health, and pandemic preparedness. For example the fast progress in vaccination in Chile illustrates how a well-established public health system (Chile’s national vaccination program has high coverage and dates back to 1978) can have a significant impact.

• The pandemic has motivated renewed thinking about urban policies related to housing and built environments, as well transportation, including opportunities to reduce overcrowding and promote active travel, reduce automobile use, and improve air quality in cities. COVID-19 has made more visible than ever the precarious living conditions of low income urban dwellers and the need for urban policies that reduce inequities across people and neighborhoods.
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For additional information on COVID-19 outcomes in SALURBAL cities visit SALURBAL Tracks COVID-19 at: http://drexel.edu/lac/data-evidence/covid-19/salurbal-tracks-covid-19/
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The Urban Health Network for Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC-Urban Health) seeks to promote regional and multisectoral collaboration in order to generate evidence on the drivers of urban health and health equity and translate this evidence into policies to improve health across cities in Latin America and the Caribbean.